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Fig 8 Sensor hardware order 

Fig 7 Hardware installed 

8. Install the sensor using the 
hardware provided (Fig 7): 
a. Place a flat washer and a 

tapered washer on the bolt. 
b. Insert through holes in 

crosshead and sensor from 
the underside. 

c. Place flat washer and nut on 
top of bolt. 

d. Tighten to 30 ft-lb.  NOTE: 
This is important to prevent 
mechanical instability. 

NOTE: Tapered washer must be oriented correctly: wide side out 
and parallel to the open side of the C channel. (Fig 8) 
9. Place the drill guide/sensor cover on the exposed bolt threads and 

secure in place with the Nylok nuts supplied. Snug each Nylok nut 
down, then back off 1/8-1/4 turn. The cover should feel slightly loose. 

10. The sensor cable can exit out of either side. Be sure to secure the 
cable between the sensor and the electronics box close to the C 
channel using plastic wire ties or other non-invasive means. 

Fig 9 Installed sensor and cover 

NOTE: After mounting the 
sensor(s), allow at least 30 
minutes for them to 
mechanically settle. 

* * * * * 
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WARNING 
DO NOT REMOVE FOAM TAPE FROM SENSOR 

NO SERVICEABLE ITEMS 
REMOVING TAPE WILL VOID WARRANTY 

This is the Sensor Quick Installation Sheet for the K-Weigh Intelligent 
Load Weighing System. For instructions for the installation and 
adjustment of the complete system, please refer to the instruction book 
included with the system. 

If at any time of this installation you have any questions, please feel 
free to contact our Customer Service Department at 1-800-993-9399, or 
send e-mail to support@ktechonline.com. 

 
1. Bring empty elevator 

to the lowest landing 
2. Identify the proper 

mounting location for 
the sensor(s). Sensor 
placement will vary 
depending on the 
roping configuration of 
the elevator.  
Most common are: 

 Single Sheave/ 
Center Hitch Plate 
(Fig 1) 

 
 Dual Sheave 

(Fig 2) 

 

Fig 1 Single Sheave/Center Hitch Plate 
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Fig 2 Dual Sheave 
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Note: For multiple sensor systems, it is preferable to distribute the 
sensors on opposite sides of the car and the crosshead, however 
any combination will result in acceptable performance.   
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Fig 3 Drill guide in place 

3. Prepare the C channel surface 
by removing any paint, 
coatings, or bumps in the 
mounting area. Use a belt 
sander if necessary. 

4. Place the drill guide/sensor 
cover on the C channel 
against the open side and C-
clamp it in place.  
(Fig 3) 

Fig 4 Drill holes 

5. Holding drill vertically, drill two 
holes through the guide and  
C channel using a 3/8" bit.  
(Fig 4) 

 

NOTE: Be sure to hold drill 
perpendicular to the top of the C 
channel surface. 

Fig 5 Clean up ALL debris 

6. Clean up ALL debris.  
(Fig 5) 

 

Fig 6 File hole edges 

7. File any edges off the drilled 
holes to assure flatness.  
(Fig 6) 

NOTE:  Any paint or debris 
under the sensor may result in 
mechanical instability 


